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Let’s Play!



Limerick 
Challenge







"We have no plans to fix this bug."







Let’s Play!



Who’s Bob This Time?









A Volunteer, 
Please!



Know a Tweep





@gabrielstricker@boblord@dickc



@boblord





@dickc @kylerandolph @chfry



@dickc



@nickgreen @marius @0xcharlie

“I’m that Apple	

0day guy.”

“Taking crazy-pills.”“word.”



@nickgreen @marius @0xcharlie

“I’m that Apple	

0day guy.”

“Taking crazy-pills.”“word.”









Bluff The Tweep





NYPD monitors	

rap videos

NSA infiltrates Grindr NSA spies on pope

Two Truths and a Lie



Two Truths and a Lie

Scammers ask	

to get porn

CryptoLocker	

holds your files 

hostage

Nigerian Princes 
are getting 

stealthy



Two Truths and a Lie

Holy Book of 
Passwords

Snapchat Hell
Yo-Yo Laptop	


Security



This Year’s News







How do you 2FA?









NSA program 
or...





FOXACID

Operation WHITETAMALE

FOXACID

ANGRYMONK

BULLDOZER

HOWLERMONKEY

MONKEYCALENDAR

HOWLERMONKEY

NIGHTSTAND

WATERWITCH

SEASONEDMOTH

RAGEMASTER

ANGRYNEIGHBOR

PRISMBULLRUN

MUSCULAR



BIOS exploitJapanese 
Cooking Show

Walter White’s	

alias

IRONCHEF



SPIDERMONKEY

JavaScript Engine Nintendo 
Character

Firewall 
Backdoor

HALLUXWATER



APPLEJACK

Backdoor into 
iPhones

Female Earth 
Pony

NYC Street 
Performer

DROPOUTJEEP



This Year’s News



go/internationaltravel













Not My Job



A Volunteer, 
Please!



"We are not the Airport Security Administration. We take that 
transportation part seriously."

How would you like to expand your authority?

• train stations, subways, ferries
• sporting events, music festivals, rodeos
• schools, children’s birthday parties



For the safety and security of the traveling public, TSA has prohibited 
certain items from being brought onto airplanes in carry-on and/or 

checked bags.

Which of the following would you confiscate, and 
why?

• hand grenades

• 200 lb of edible caterpillars

• IEDs (Improvised Explosive Devices)



“Adult passengers (18 and over) are required to show a valid U.S. federal 
or state-issued photo ID in order to be allowed to go through the 

checkpoint and onto their flight. Not having an ID does not necessarily 
mean a passenger won't be allowed to fly.”

Which of the following would you accept as valid 
forms of identification?

• MUNI clipper card

• Twitter handle
• Facebook ID



“Adult passengers (18 and over) are required to show a valid U.S. federal 
or state-issued photo ID in order to be allowed to go through the 

checkpoint and onto their flight. Not having an ID does not necessarily 
mean a passenger won't be allowed to fly.”



Lightning fill in 
the _____



Panelist’s 
Predictions
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